Thank those who are on guard and on duty!
Give your sweet thanks by ordering our products,

for each order we will add

an extra 10% sweetness for free!
All health care workers are fighting to protect our health and lives every day. Would you like to show your appreciation for their efforts and dedication? Send a thank
you gift to the medical facility of your choice and we will add 10% more for FREE and safely deliver the gift the the address you indicate! This offer only applies to the
products in this leaflet.

Give a sweet dose of optimism!

Cat.no 7070

Cat. No 0148

We present to you healthy fruit chips, natural and tasty snacks. Dried apples and bananas
contain B and C vitamins as well as potassium and fiber. Personalized packaging from
an environmentally healthy kraft paper is an asset and each can feature your logo or an
advertisement. Our natural chips are an excellent promotional method and a tasty snack.

Cookie Pure Box has 100% biodegradable packaging. The package is made of a material
PLA. It is a 100% biodegradable material that has undergone meticulous testing and is
certified for contact with food, and ensures the freshness and safety of food products. The
box is made of craft paper and its interior is covered with PLA plastic. Cookie Pure Box is
not only an ecological advertising gadget, but is also filled with delicious content in the form
of Vege almond cookies, sweetened with agave syrup (without additional sugar), or crunchy
cookies with pieces of cranberry and white chocolate, or cookies with pieces of orange peel
and dessert chocolate.

Cat. No 0314/I like it

Cat. No 0227

We are offering an exquisite chocolate experience, not only due to the superb the taste of
our chocolate, but also due to the fact that the bars may be personalized by including your
logotype! As many as 29 different bar shapes are available. Upon your request, we may
magically create some new ones as well!

Mega Bar - 200 grams of silky chocolate with a wide range of crunchy extras to choose
from to match your personal preferences. The simple and elegant design of the envelope
with a geometrical cot-out offers an enormous advertising space that may be personalized
to match the customer’s preferences

BANANA CHIPS

COOKIE PURE BOX

CHOCOLATE I LIKE IT

MEGA BAR

More information

>>
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